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Air CareSolutions

Care for Work Environments®

• Powerful odor neutralizer and scenting system

• Cold air diffusion technology provides consistent fragrancing

• Treats small spaces roughly 2,000 to 6,000 cubic feet
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State Industrial Products
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To Order Call: 1-866-747-2229
www.stateindustrial.com

Canada
6935 Davand Drive
Mississauga, Ontario L5T 1L5
To Order Call: 1-800-668-6513

Puerto Rico
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PACKAGING

128900 Fragrance Cube 2-6 Bluetooth Enabled EA1
128643 Cube 2-6 Abscent 100ML CS6
128637 Cube 2-6 Citrus Green Tea 100ML CS6
128635 Cube 2-6 Coastal Dreams 100ML CS6
128645 Cube 2-6 Midnight Woods 100ML CS6
128649 Cube 2-6 Natural Retreat 100ML CS6 
128639 Cube 2-6 Paradise Breeze 100ML CS6
128641 Cube 2-6 Pure Meadow 100ML CS6
128647 Cube 2-6 Water Lily 100ML CS6
129173  Cube 2-6 Mystic Nights 100ML CS6

INNOVATIVE TECHNOLOGY
State’s Fragrance Cube™ 2-6 is an odor-neutralizing and scenting 
solution for small, indoor spaces, ranging from 2,000 to 6,000 cubic 
feet with just one unit. This advanced dispenser utilizes cold air diffusion 
technology, consistently delivering a completely dry, scented vapor with 
no decline in fragrance over time. Featuring a battery-operated system, 
the Fragrance Cube 2-6 can be placed anywhere in your facility, creating 
endless application possibilities.

FRAGRANCES TO REFRESH SPACES 
Connect with your guests, residents and customers by making a good 
first impression with a scented environment. Many people attribute 
smell to cleanliness; adding a Fragrance Cube 2-6 is sure to enhance the 
experience in your small spaces, such as offices, restrooms and hallways. 
State offers a variety of fragrance strengths and scents to fit any space 
and clientele.
 
ODOR-NEUTRALIZING
Combined our odor-neutralizing technology, SE-500®, the dry vapor 
created by the Fragrance Cube 2-6 bonds to malodors in the air to 
neutralize at the source, and then leaves a pleasant fragrance behind. 
Simply put, you’ll never have to worry about masking foul aromas with 
State’s Fragrance Cube 2-6, making it the ideal solution for all your small 
space air care needs. 

COMMON APPLICATIONS
The Fragrance Cube 2-6 is best applied when used to treat small-sized 
spaces, ranging from 2,000 to 6,000 cubic feet, such as:
• Restrooms   • Offices  • Hallways
• Hospital Rooms  • Entry ways

COMPLETE PROGRAM INCLUDED
From start to finish, State has you covered. The Fragrance Cube 2-6 is 
available on a complete program basis, meaning local Account Managers 
take care of the maintenance and service on the system. With routine 
visits from your local Account Manager, your Fragrance Cube 2-6 will be 
ready to treat your areas around-the-clock.

DIRECTIONS FOR USE
1. After installation, open the door to the Fragrance Cube 2-6 using the 

key provided. 
2. Remove the fragrance canister and diffuser head from the unit.
3. Unscrew the diffuser head from the old fragrance canister and replace 

with a refill. 
4. Secure the diffuser head tightly to the refill. 
5. Push the fragrance refill and diffuser head back inside the Fragrance 

Cube 2-6.
6. Lock the dispenser. 
7. Repeat monthly when fragrance canister runs out of oil. 

INSTALLATION
After a thorough survey of your facility has taken place to determine the 
optimal placement of your system, your local State Account Manager 
will securely and safely install your Fragrance Cube 2-6.

DISPENSERS
Your local Account Manager will program your Fragrance Cube 2-6 to fit 
your facility’s unique fragrancing needs, guaranteeing you get the most 
out of your program. The durable packaging of the Fragrance Cube 2-6 
will ensure this dispenser can keep up with your facility’s environment. 
Secured with a keylock, you’ll never have to worry about misplaced 
refills, tampering or broken equipment. 

FRAGRANCE REFILLS
State takes the guesswork out of your fragrance refills by automatically 
billing and shipping product to your doorstep when the fragrance runs 
out. With an average run-life of 30-60 days, your Account Manager will 
routinely visit your facility to change and replace these refills for you. 
 
SERVICE
With State, the support doesn’t stop at installation. To ensure your 
facility is receiving the best experience possible with our program, we’ll 
provide additional service as required on our systems.

TECHNICAL DATA      
FRAGRANCES: *Abscent, *Citrus Green Tea, Paradise Breeze, Pure 
Meadow, *Natural Retreat, *Water Lily, Midnight Woods, *Coastal 
Dreams, and Mystic Nights
SIZE: 148 x 60 x 160 mm      
BOTTLE VOLUME: 100 mL      
WEIGHT: 381g       
COVERAGE: 2,000 – 6,000 cubic ft
POWER: battery (2*1.5V)    

*No Known Allergens


